Celebrity News: Melania Trump
Is ‘Very, Very Unhappy with
Her Life’
By Jessica Gomez
In celebrity news, Melania Trump is living in an unhappy
marriage to President Donald Trump, according to a source. It
seems the celebrity couple has been going through a rough
patch recently due to Trump’s alleged affairs coming to light.
Playboy model Karen McDougal and adult film star Stormy
Daniels (also known by her real name Stephanie Clifford) both
came forward about their affairs with the President. According
to UsMagazine.com, Stephanie Grisham, a spokesperson for the
first lady, said that after all of the drama, Melania “is
focused on being a mom and is quite enjoying spring break at
Mar-a-Lago while working on future projects.” But behind
closed doors, Melania is apparently feeling the heat because
“all eyes are on her relationship with her husband. It’s not
an easy time for her,” according to Grisham. Are we sensing a
celebrity divorce coming, or is Melenia Trump going to tough
it out? We’ll keep you posted!

In celebrity news, it looks like
the First Lady isn’t very happy
with her life at the moment. What
are some ways to communicate that
you are unhappy to your partner?
Cupid’s Advice:

Effective communication is essential in all relationships.
When you’re unhappy, you must talk to your partner in order
for you both to move forward. Cupid has some relationship
advice:
1. Speak in person: Do not talk about something this serious
over text message or on the phone. If you have no other
choice, then talk on the phone. The reason why speaking in
person is better is not only because it’s intimate, but also
because you get to see their face while hearing their tone at
the same time. Speaking on the phone, and texting especially,
can cause miscommunication.
Related Link: Bella Thorne & Patrick Schwarzenegger Dish on
Relationship Deal Breakers
2. Choose the right time and go for it: Don’t beat around the
bush. You have to say how you feel, and try to choose the
right time. A time when neither of you are in a bad mood works
best because the conversation will most likely be productive.
Also, you have to make sure that there is enough time to have
a discussion. When it comes to a problem like being unhappy,
that is no 10-minute conversation.
Related Link: Drew Barrymore Says She Was In a ‘Very Dark and
Fearful Place’ After Divorce
3. Don’t sugar coat: You have to be straight up if you intend
on getting anywhere. If you try to make things nicer and
sweeter than they really are, you’ll just be misleading your
partner. You need them to understand exactly how you feel if
there’s going to be any chance of you both fixing the issue at
hand. Don’t be aggressive and mean either. Just find a good in
between and go for it. Don’t be scared or shy.
What are some ways you communicate with your partner about a
difficult matter? Share below!

Celebrity Couple Predictions:
Mariah Carey, Prince Harry
and Donald Trump

By Shoshi
In the latest celebrity news, three famous couples have caught
the public’s attention. In a sudden twist, wedding bells are
not longer ringing for Mariah Carey and billionaire James
Packer; while two other high profiled relationships seem to be
going well between Prince Harry and Meghan Markle, and newly
elected Donald Trump and his wife Melania. But who’s stepping
out this time around hand in hand? Join me as I look into the
crystal ball of relationships and love. Below, I share my
predictions for these celebrity couples.

Celebrity
Couple
Predictions:
Celebrity Relationships That May or
May Not Last
Mariah Carey and James Packer: As much as I was rooting for
Mariah Carey to find love, my crystal ball told me that James
Packer was not the one. That is not to say that Carey and
Parker didn’t have a good time together while it lasted. As
quickly as their relationship came together, it quickly
crumbled. There are reports that Packer was jealous of a back
up dancer while it has also been said that Packer dumped

Carey, because she spends too much money. She is worth over
$500 million dollars, of course she spends a lot of money.
This relationship has had a big “not gonna happen” written
all over it from the start. Planning a wedding before getting
divorced from other people tends to put a negative vibe on a
relationship. The ink isn’t even dry from Nick and Mariah’s
divorce while Packer is still married. Not to mention that
Packer looks about as interesting as a blank wall. Carey is
too much woman for him. Don’t cry for Mariah, she will love
again. I see her with someone a little bit younger. As for
Packer, do we even care what happens to him now?
Related Link: Celebrity News: Mariah Carey Turns to Her Dancer
After Problems with Fiancé James Packer
Prince Harry and Meghan Markle: The word on the British
streets is that Prince Harry has a new love in his life and
her name is Meghan Markle. Unless you are a fan of the show,
Suits, there is a chance that you have no idea who she is.
Everyone should just calm down a bit. Step away from all of
the wedding talk. This celebrity couple is getting to know one
another, taking it nice and slow. He’s hot and she’s gorgeous.
It makes for a very good time, especially since they have
similar interest. It was a smooth move by the Buckingham
Palace to let the media know that it’s not cool to keep
pointing out that Markle is biracial due to her African
American mother. Black women around the globe are rooting for
Markle to add a touch a color to the royal family tree. Time
will tell where this relationship ends up. Let’s try to see if
we can actually get a photo of them together before we say
that they are picking out china patterns.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Prince Harry & Meghan Markle:
Secret Toronto Visit
Donald Trump and Melania Trump: I have stated several times
that if Donald Trump didn’t become POTUS, Melania would get
divorce papers rolling sooner than later. I see that this

whole election process has taught her a lot about her husband.
It’s one thing to know him as a shrewd business man, but ever
notice how he would almost trample Melania to get out on stage
for a round of applause. That’s not much of a turn on. Also
during most of the campaign, she looked like a deer caught in
the headlights. Melania signed up for the money, but the White
House is a whole other level. Everything that she does will be
under a microscope. Within the next four years, she will feel
very alone. She’s not as clueless as the media makes her out
to be. Maybe she will shine in her own way. Donald and Melania
will be no where near was hot to watch as Barack and Michelle.
The Trumpster will be too busy talking about himself, he will
throw her a few compliments from time to time.
Their
celebrity relationship will continue to look like Beauty and
the Beast.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Melania Trump Calls Donald
Trump’s 2005 Comments ‘Unacceptable and Offensive’
For more information on Shoshi click here.
What celebrity couples do you want to see predictions for
next? Tell us in the comments below!

